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The Left Distributive Law and 
the Freeness of an Algebra of Elementary Embeddings 
RICHARD LAVER * 
The left distributive law for a single binary operation is the law 
a(&) = (&)(a~). It has been studied in universal algebra (Stein [S], Kepka 
and Nemec [KN], Kepka [Kl, K2]; see also Jezek et al. [JKN] for a 
bibliography on the two-sided distributive law) and it has been studied 
more recently by set theorists because of its connection with elementary 
embeddings. For E, a limit ordinal let 6;. be the collection of all j: I’, -+ I’,, 
j an elementary embedding of (V,, E) into itself, j not the identity. Then the 
existence of a 3. such that c$;. # @ is a large cardinal axiom (see Gaifman 
[G] and Kanamori et ul. [KRS]). For Jo&;, let K~= cr(j), the critical 
point of j, and ti,+ i =j(~,~). Then 1 must equal sup(~,, : II <w) (Kunen 
[Ku]). Martin [Ml], Woodin [M2], Martin and Steel [MSl, MS2], and 
Woodin [W], in deep work, showed that slight strengthenings of this 
axiom imply determinacy properties of the real line, and subsequently that 
considerable weakenings suffice, making the axiom unnecessary for those 
determinacy properties. 
There is a natural operation . on 8;. (write UL: for u t’ in this and similar 
contexts below). For Jo gj., j extends to a map j: V,, , -+ I’,., , by defining, 
for A s V,, j(A) = U,,;,j(A n I’,). Then j may or may not be an elemen- 
tary embedding of ( Vi + , , E) into itself, but at least j is elementary from 
(Vi, E, A) into (V,, E, jA). In the special case that A, as a set of ordered 
pairs, is a k E & we have that j(k) E &j-S Let j. k =j(k). Then the operation 
. on &j. is nonassociative, noncommutative, and left distributive. 
Another operation on 4. is composition: if k, IE&.. then k: IE&~.. Let Z 
be the set of laws a~(b~c)=(u~b)~~c, (ucb)c=u(bc), u(b’~c)=ub~.uc, 
a~ b = ub 0 a. Then &j~ satisfies Z, and Z- implies the left distributive law 
(u(bc)=(u~b)c=(uboa)c=ub(uc)). 
For Jo c!?~., let 4 be the closure of {j} under . . Let q, the set of “polyno- 
mials in j,” be the closure of (jj under . and 3. Results in which 4, 9j and 
their governing equations are involved appear in [Ml, M2, L], Dougherty 
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[Do], and Dehornoy [DelH]. A natural question, noticed independently 
by a number of people, is whether dj and q. are the one-generated free 
algebras d and 9 subject to, respectively, the left distributive law and to 
C. In this paper a normal form theorem (Theorem 28(l)) for the free 
algebras is proved, from which the freeness of CZ$ and q can be derived. 
Cd and 9 have the usual representations as sets of words under an 
equivalence relation. That is, let A (respectively P) be the set of terms in 
one letter x in the language of . (respectively, in the language of . and Q). 
For example, ((x.~)s)(x~~(.ux)) E P. We first make the definitions for the 
case of P. For -?, \t’ E P, z is a component of u’if z=\t’ or ~l=uv or unv 
with z a component of u or of u. Say 2-w if there is a sequence 
) z, ) . ..) zn = u’ with zi+ i obtained from -?, by substituting, for some 
component of zi, a word equivalent to it by one of the laws of C. Then 
P= P/e. 
If 240, Ui ) . ..) 24, E P, then by convention u0 u i uz . . U, _ 1 K, and 
24~u~24~“~24,~~~u, are, respectively, ((((u~u,)u~)...) 24,-i) U, and 
((((u~u,) u2) u2). . . ) u,- ,)a u,. Make this convention also for elementary 
embeddings. For U, v E P, write u < v if for some D’ = v, u is a proper com- 
ponent of u’. Write u CL 0 (2.4 is a left component of v) if v = ~u~ai ... a, 
or u~z4aOu,~~~u,~,~~ a, for some uO, . . . . u,EP, n>O. Then <, cL are 
preserved under = so they are relations on 8, and it is not hard to see that 
<, cL are transitive and that x < u’, x <r w for all NJ E P, w # x. 
Make the same definitions and remarks for d, where the left distributive 
law is used instead of C. The justification for using the same notation =, 
< , cL for the analogous relations over A is Lemma 3 : if U, v E A and u = u 
(UCV, u<,u) in the sense of 9, then u=v (U-CU, u<,v) in the sense of 
d. Also, it is easy to check from Lemma 3 that <r is irreflexive on d if 
and only if cL is irreflexive on 9 (if u’ cL u’ in 9, then wx is equivalent 
in 9 to some UGA, and u<ru in &‘). A statement about E, <, cL will 
be, unless otherwise indicated, an assertion that both the 9’ and d versions 
hold. 
THEOREM A. For no k,, k,, . . . . k, 6 &A is k, = k,k, . . . k, or k, = k,kl . . . 
kn--lok”. 
COROLLARY. If for some I, JTJ. # (zr, then cL is irrejlexive. 
ProoJ: Suppose w=wu,,u~~~~u, or ~=~u~u,~~~u,~,~u,,. Applying 
the homomorphism of 9 into q induced by [x] - j yields embeddings 
contradicting Theorem A. 
The irreflexivity of cL can be proved from the weaker assumption that 
for every n there is an n-huge cardinal; it is unknown whether it is provable 
from ZFC. 
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For w E P let W(O) = it’ and w”‘+ I1 = w”)~v”). Then i < 1y1 implies 
M”‘) cL w”“), in fact by induction using the left distibutive law, i < n implies 
w(%“‘~ = NJ”+ ‘I. The main point of the normal form theorem is: 
THEOREM B. Assunze cL is irreflesive. Then for each p E 9, p is 
expressible uniquely in the ,form ~a, a,, or aOu, . . . a,, ~ 1 ‘. a,, , bchere each 
a,,, E 9, a, is an x”‘, a, <L uO, and,for 2 < nl< 12, a,, SL uOu, . . . u,,,pz (and 
in the cuse p=u,u, “~a,,~ , ~a,,, a,,<,u,,a, ...u,,m2). 
The normal form theorem is the only result about 9 in this paper which 
does not have an analog for XL; the word x’~)I(“(.~‘~‘~~.K), for instance, is 
in A but its normal form equivalent ,x(~‘(.Y~” ~.u).u is not in A. The set of 
words in normal form has a lexicographical ordering which coincides with 
cL, and one can obtain 
COROLLARY. Assunze cr is irreflexive. Then for 9 und d 
(1) <=<L. 
(2) < is a linear ordering. 
(3 ) The word problem are decidable. 
COROLLARY. For each j E G,, -$ z ,ti and q z 9. 
ProoJ If je gi, then cL is irreflexive by the corollary to Theorem A, so 
cL is a linear ordering by the corollary to Theorem B. If w E P, let w[j] be 
the homomorphic image of w in 4 obtained from the map [x] - j. If, say, 
4. were not free, there would be tt’, u E A, w + u but w[j] = u[j]. Since 
cL is a linear ordering, we would have, say, w cL u, whence u E wwO . . up,; 
thus u[j] = w[j] uto[j] . ..u).[j] =u[j] w&] . ..~.[j], contradicting 
Theorem A. Similarly $j is free. 
After I proved these results in spring 1989, P. Dehornoy told me what 
he had obtained by his different approach to these problems. He proves in 
ZFC that for any U, v E A at least one of u <r u, u = v, v cL u holds. His 
method, combined with Theorem A of this paper, affords an alternative 
proof of the linearity of < L on d (and its corollary the decidability of the 
word problem for &, and (with Theorem A) the freeness of 4, and the 
analogous results for 9 and q via Section 1). His result is shorter than 
Section 3 of this paper, at the expense of not getting normal forms. See 
[De 3,4] for this interesting method. 
The organization of the sections is preliminaries in Section 1, elementary 
embeddings and Theorem A in Section 2, and the normal form theorem in 
Section 3. 
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1 
For p E P write p = b,h, . h,,+ , * h,, to mean that either p = h,h, .. . 
b ,z+,b,, or p=b,b, . ..b.,+,?b,,. 
LEMMA 1. (1) a(b,b, . ..b.-, * b,)~(ab,)(ab,)...(ab,~,)* (ab,). 
(2) ac<,auc and ifc<,b, acc<,ab. 
Proof (1) is clear. For (2) ac<,ac,~arwc, and if brcu,u,... 
u II- I * 42, then ab=(a~c)u,(au,)...(au,~,)* (au,)>,~c. 
Say p E P is an explicit composition if p = a,> b for some a, 6; p is a 
composition if p = a 3 b for some a, b. Let EC and C be the sets of explicit 
compositions and compositions, respectively. There are natural functions H 
and K which assign to each IV E P an equivalent composition of members 
of P- C, respectively, an equivalent composition of members of A. Define 
and 
Let P be the set of members of P of the form (((w,ow,)cw~)o . ..)-#MI.,, 
each w,,EA. For W, u~f., ~v=((~,~w,)o . ..)“M‘.~, u=((u,ou,)~ . ..)“u.,, 
define W~U = (((((w,~~w,)~ ...)~w,~)~u~)~ . ..)cu., and M~:U = 
(((w,(wI(...(u’,ug)))) c %(u’,(~~~(W,~,)))b ...I 3 Wg(~‘,(...Ot’,U,))), 
elements of P equivalent to WC u and WU, respectively. Define K: P + P by 
K(x)=x, K(u~u)=K(u)~K(u), K(uv)=K(u):K(v). (Simultaneously with 
the definition of K one verifies part (3) of the following lemma.) 
LEMMA 2. (1) u‘ E C if and only if w is of the form 
aO(al(~~~(a,,~,(b~c)))); w$C if and on/v if w is of the form 
%(a,(.‘.(%,-~))). 
(2) For WE P, H(w) = MI. 
(3) For WEP, K(w)-w; if WEA, then K(w)=w; if w$C, then 
K(w) E A. 
Proof: For (l), each of those forms is preserved under substitution 
using C; (2) and (3) are clear by induction. 
To prove that E, <, cL on d are the relations inherited from those on 
9, let them for a moment be denoted by E’, <‘, <;. 
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LEMMA 3. =‘=E rA,<‘=< rA,<I=<, rA. 
Proof that G’== rA. For u, UE~, U=ZQ~ ... :u,,, c=P~; .‘.~LI,,,, 
write 2.4 G 0 if u,(z~,(...(zI,,s)))-’ u”(t’,(...(Ll,,,.Y))). 
LEMMA 3.1. ( 1 ) !f a, h E A, then a E h cs a E’ h. 
- (2) If H’, H”, I’, v’E P und 11’ G \v’, 1’ E r’, rltetz )v r 1’ G 1~’ * 1)’ and 
)(’ : L’ s ,,” : 1:‘. 
(3) For a, 6, CE~ 
(i) a : (b C c.) = (a C; h) * c. 
(ii) (aqb):c=u:(h’:c) 
(iii) a^(/7 :c) S (a’h)” (a*c) 
(iv) a:h 2 (a:h):a. 
Proof: Left to the reader. For the second part of (2), it is seen that if 
&I> Ul, . . . . U,?, vo, 1’1 1 . . . . L’,EA and u,(u,(~~~(z~,,.~)))~‘v~(~:,(~~~(z~,.~))), then 
for any N~EP (,l.~uo)(()l.:u,)(...(( l~~~u,).u)))-‘(l2’~2~,)(..‘((11’~u,).Y))). 
LEMMA 3.2. For M‘, L: E P, w E t: lf and only if K(w) e K(v). 
ProoJ (-) If U’ comes from u E P by replacement of a component by 
a word equivalent to it by one of the laws of Z, then K(u’) is similarly 
obtained from K(u) by the corresponding law in Lemma 3.1(3). Then 
K(U) 2 K(u’) follows by induction on the length of U, using Lemma 3.1(2). 
(-=) Since u-K(u) for all UE P, it suffices to show that if bvo, 
lt’ 1 > ..., M’nr vo> 01, . . . . c,eA and ((M.~~‘M’,)o ...),~‘M’,=‘((v~“v,)~ . ..)02.,, 
then ((Iv~:~M’~)~ ...),, ~1, E ((o. 0 z: 1 ) ) ‘2 c‘, (which follows by induction 
on the derivation witnessing ~,(M~,(~~~(M’,,.~)))=‘I~~(u~(~~~(v,I))). 
Thus E’ = = / A, that is, if ~1, u E A and IV E U, then K(M.) 2 K(u), but 
K( ~3) = NY and K(u) = U, whence HI =’ u by Lemma 3.1( 1). 
For <; = cL [A, if U, I’ E A and u cL U, then for some a,, a,, . . . . a,,, 
v = uaOal ... a,, = K(ua,a, .. a,,) = uh, . b, E A for some h,, . . . . h,, from 
the definition of K and the fact that ~14 C. Then v =’ uh, . . b,, as desired. 
The proof that <’ = < PA is similar. 
We assume familiarity with the basics of elementary embeddings. For 
k E 6Yi., B< I., let log,(O) be the least S with k(6) > 8. Let k ?J V, code up ii’s 
action restricted to V,, i.e., k ?I V, = { (x, y) : x E V,, y E V,, y E k(x)}. Let 
k =’ I mean that k 6 Vn = 1 h V,. The following may be easily checked. 
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LEMMA 4. Let p = log, 8. 
(i) k=“I=p=log,8. 
(ii) h- r Y,+,=l r VP+, +k=“l=k r V,=l r v,,. 
(iii) klA V,=k(lA V,,)C-Y Ye. 
(iv) k=“k’ andI=~I’+-kl=Ok’l’. 
(v) k=“k’ andl=“l’~k”l=“k’~l’. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose k, I,, I ,,..., I,E&;.. Let crk=y and 8,,= 
inf{kl, . . . I,(y):i<nj (sa-v O,=i. ifn=O). Then kl,~~~l,=e~k(l,-~~l,). 
Proof. By induction on n; n = 0 is by definition, suppose it holds for 
n - 1. Since cr k = y, 1, =7 kl,. Applying kl, . . . 1, _ , to both sides, and using 
the induction hypothesis and Lemma 4(iv), kl, . . ‘1, _ ,I,, =k’o...‘n-l(T’ kl, . . . 
I,~,(kl,)=“‘-‘k(l,...l, ,)(kl,)=k(l,...I,_,l,). Since 8,=inf(8,P,,kl,... 
l,-,(y)}, we are done. 
Note that 8, = inf(k(1, . l,)(y) : i < n}. Namely, suppose it is already 
true for n - 1. If either of kl, . . . lnm.,(y), k(l,...lHm ,)(y) is less than e,-,, 
then kl,...l,_,(y)=k(l,...l,~.,)(y)=8,. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose k, I,, I,, . . . . 1, E CC&, cr k = y, and cr kl,, cr kl,l, , . . . . 
crkl,l,...l,~,<y. Thencrkl,l,...l,,#y. 
Proof: Since each cr kl, .. .li<y (icn), each 8,>y (i<n). Given 
cr kl,l, .. 1, = kl, ... I,- 1 (cr 1,). If this ordinal were y, then cr 1, < y; then 
from oRP1>y. y=kl,~~~l,~,(crI,,)=k(l,~~~l,~,)(k(crl,))~rangek, a 
contradiction. 
THEOREM 7. (i) rf k,,E&>. (n<w), then {cr(k,k,...k,):n<w) is 
infinite. 
(ii) For k,k, ... k,E&A (n>O), k,#k,k,...k, and k,#k,k,... 
k- ,okn. 
Proof: (i) If {cr(k,k, . . .k,,) : n <w} were finite, there would be 
M<N with cr(k,k,...k,)=cr(k,k,...k,)=y and cr(k,k,...ki)<y for 
all i, M < i < N, contradicting Lemma 6. 
(ii) Ifk,,=k,k, . ..k., then the sequence (k,, k,, . . . . k,, k,, . . . . k,, . ..) 
would contradict (i). If n> 1 and k,= k,k, ...knpI ok,, then k&, = 
kc&, . . .k,,+ ,(k,k,), a contradiction. And k0 # k,a k, is clear (it also 
follows as above by setting k, 0 k, = k,k, 0 k,). 
To obtain the corollary that cL is irreflexive from just the assumption 
that for every n there is an n-huge cardinal, assume that, say, 
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M’E waga, . ..a. and canonically pick an n large enough such that if 
1: V, + VP is an elementary embedding, cr 1= K, and l”(ti) < LX, then for 
every component 24 of ~‘u”a, . . . a,,,, the object u[r] 6 VP,K, has critical 
point less than In-'(~). Then working with these restrictions as in 
Theorem 7 yields a contradiction. 
The results in this section were first noted around the time of [L] in 
trying to understand the proliferation of critical points of members of -$. 
See [L, Do] for further results about the structure of gj. and its members. 
3 
We work in 9 throughout. 
For a, b E P, the finite iterates of (a, b) are the words a, ah, aba, 
aba(ab), aba(ab)(aba), . . . . If M’, is the nth member of this sequence (u‘, = a, 
u’~ = ab, ~1, + z = MS,,, + , PI’,), then a c b = u’, + i 0 in, for all n, by iterating the 
law u~u=uv~u. So each finite iterate of (a,b) is <.aob. 
The next lemma defines simultaneously a set NF of words in “normal 
form” and a lexicographical linear ordering < Lex on NF (< Lex will shortly 
be seen to coincide with cL on NF words, and ultimately with < ). Write 
M’ G lxx v for w<rex v or w = v. An atomic NF-word is an .x’~’ (i < w). 
The first condition for a word v to be in normal form is that v is of the 
form aOal . ..a.,-, * a, where a, is an x(‘) and if n > 0, a, #a,. Note that 
not every v E P can be parsed this way (for example, words of the form 
(an b)c or (a~ b)o c cannot be). But such a parsing of v, if it exists, is 
unique.Thatis,letv=c,~~,,c,=c,._,d,,~,,c,~,=c,~,d,~,,andsoon 
to c0 = ,Y. Then for some unique i, v = x’~).~‘~‘x”~ . .,x(~~ I’(= xfi’), or v is of 
the form x(‘)* d- I+1 or x”‘d- rtl”’ d no 1 * d,, with di+, #.yy(i’. Call 
UOUl . ..a.-, * a, as above the normal form pursing of v. If .~(“a, a,. .. 
a,- i * a, is the NF parsing of v, define i to be the rank of v. In the sequel, 
a phrase such as “v = bob, . b, ~ i * b, is in NF” will not presume that 
bobl...b,-l * 6, is the NF parsing of v, but it will be presumed that 
rank b, = rank v, i.e., the NF parsing of b, is ?c’“a,a, ... akp i and the NF 
parsing of v is .~(‘)a 0 I a . ..akp.b, . ..b.-, *b,. However, a phrase such as 
‘cM, = x(i), . . . a, ~, * a, 
the NF p&sing of M’. 
is in NF” will always presume .~“‘a, . . a,, ~, * a, is 
LEMMA 8. There is a unique set NF c P and a linear order <Lex on NF 
such that 
(i) Each w E NF has a NF parsing w = aOa, .. a,_, * a, as above 
with each a,,, E NF. In particular, each atomic NF-word x”’ is in NF; 
x(j) < Lex .x’~’ iff i < m. 
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(ii) WE NFoletting w=aOa, . ..a.-, *a,, be the normal form 
parsing of w, then each a, E NF, a, is an .I?~‘, a, <Lex a,, and for 2 < m < n, 
a, G Lex aOal . ..a.,,-,, arzdincase*=~andn>l,a,,<,,,a,a,~~~a,~,.(So 
in the case n = 1, x”‘a, E NF off .~(“,a, E NF iff a, E NF and a, <Lex xciJ.) 
(iii) If a 0 b E NF, then the finite iterates qf (a, b) are all in NF. 
(iv) Define the associated sequence of an atomic NF-word ,K’~’ to be 
w - x”)aI a, E NF, then the associated sequence oj‘ $1’ is W). If -- 
’ , a,, a,, . . . . a,,). If 11’ = x”‘a, a,, . ,o a,, E NF, then the associated 
sequence of H’ is (.I-“‘, a,, a2, . . . . a,,, . . . . ali. . ..)/. c,u where ,for k > II, 
ak = x”‘a, ...akp2. That is, (a, : n c k c o) is the sequence offinite iterates 
of (.u”‘a, . ..a.,+,, a,,). Given v, u E NF, let their associated sequences be 
(v,, : n < N) and (u, : II < M), where N, A4 d co. Then v <Lex u if and only 
[f either (v n : n < N) is a proper initial segment of (u, : n < M) or 
v, -cLex u, for n least with v,, # u,. 
Remarks and Proqf: Regarding (ii), the reason that a, < Lex x”‘a, . a,, ~ 1 
is required for PIJ = $‘)a, ..a,2p, oan to be in NF is that if a,, = 
sy(i)a I . ..a _ n z, then ~v-.y”‘al...a,~,~a,,~, (by the a~b=ab~a law) and 
the expression x”‘a 1 . . a, , ‘1 a,, would not be appropriately minimal. 
Call A4 c P good if A4 is closed under components, A4 satisfies (i) and 
(iii), the relation cLex on M determined by (i) and (iv) linearly orders M, 
and M satisfies the - direction of (i). Let N be a maximal good set. Since 
(x(‘) : i < w). is good ((iii) is true vacuously), N # @. We want to show that 
N satisfies the G direction of (ii). 
CLAIM. If a, b E N and either a = x’” and b <Lex a, or a = s(“a, and 
b 6 Lex x”), or a = .u’“a, . a,, and b 6 Lex x”‘a, . . a,, , ~ then ab E N. 
Proof: Let N’ = N u {ah >. Then N’ is closed under components, 
satisfies (i) and (iii) and the * direction of (ii), and since the associated 
sequence of ab is a sequence of members of N, it may be compared 
uniquely, in the manner of (iv), with the associated sequence of any 
member of N’, using the linearity of cLex on N. Thus cLex linearly orders 
N’, so N’ is good and ab E N by the maximality of N. 
CLAIM. If a, b E N and either a = .x’~I and b < Lex a, or a = .xy(i’a, and 
b <Lex x(“, or a = x”‘a, . a,, and b < Lex x”‘a, . . . a,, ~~ , , then a 0 b E N. 
Proof. By iterating the previous claim, every finite iterate of (a, b) is 
in N. Let N’ = N u (a 0 b >. Again N’ is closed under components, satisfies 
(i) and (iii) and the * direction of (ii), and the presence of the finite 
iterates of (a, b ) in N allows lexicographic comparison of a 0 b’s associated 
sequence with that of any other member of N’. Note that the assumption 
about b in the claim guarantees that a 0 b’s associated sequence is different 
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from that of any other member of N’. So cLex linearly orders N’; done as 
before. 
Thus N is good and satisfies the -G direction of (ii); such an N must be 
unique, so N = NF is as desired. 
Remarks. Every w E NF is uniquely expressible in the form a,,0 
(a,r’(... #-,(a,,+, ‘a,))), each ai$EC, for some ~20. By (ii), if 
II’=a,,a,...a,,~,*a,,ENF, then for each m<n, a,,aI...a,,,ENF and 
a,. a,, cLex )v. By induction it is then seen that if 14 E NF and 11’ is a 
component of U, then w cLex U. By (iv), if a? h E NF, then a ~b is the 
cLex sup of the finite iterates of (a, h). It will follow from Lemma 10 that 
each MI E P is equivalent to at most one member of NF. The normal form 
theorem says that each WE P has a normal form equivalent. 
LEMMA 9. Let < he the smallest transitive relation on NF such that 
(i) II a proper component of )ts implies u < )t‘. 
(ii) rank II < rank w implies u < 1~. 
(iii) Zf II is afinite iterate qf (a, b), then tr< (a’- b). 
Then < is well Jbunded. 
Proof Need to show there is no sequence (M., : n -C w ) of NF words 
with each W, + , <K‘,, by an application of (i), (ii), or (iii). Pick such a 
sequence with rank MI,, as small as possible. Then each IV,, has the same 
rank as u’~, as applications of (i), (ii), (iii) do not raise the rank. So w,~+ 1 
comes from W, by an application of (i) or (iii). Pick a MI,, so that no proper 
component of M’,, is a w,, for any m > n. Then M’, = a 3 b and w,, + , is a finite 
iterate of (a, b). By the construction of finite iterates, a proper component 
of a finite iterate of (a, h) is either a finite iterate of (a, b) or a compo- 
nent of a or of b. So then )c,+?, M’,+~, . . . can only be obtained by applying 
(i), until a bt’,, is reached which is a component of a or of b. This 
contradicts the minimality of H’,. 
LEMMA 10. If <L is irrefle.uive, then -for u, v E NF, u cLex v o u cL v. 
ProoJ: (*) (Irreflexivity not used) By induction on max{ IIulj, Ilull}, 
where for w E NF, //HII is the ordinal rank of M’ under the well founded 
partial ordering <. 
If v=aob and U-C Lex v, then since v is the cLex sup of the finite iterates 
of (a, b), there is such a finite iterate v’ with u cLex 0’. Then u cL cl’ by the 
induction hypothesis, and 1)’ cL v, so u cL v. 
So we may assume v’s associated sequence is h,, . . . . b,, some n > 0. Let 
the associated sequence of u be a,,a,, . . . . a,,, . . . (m <k, where 1 <k < w). By 
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the induction hypothesis and the transitivity of cL we may assume that n 
is least with b, >Lex a,,. Thus, either u = XI” and u = .u”“d, . . d, _ I * d,, 
some i’< i, n 30, or v=x”,b, b, . b, and u’s associated sequence is 
$“b . . . b n-,a,a,+,.‘.a,.‘. (m<k, where n+l<kbw) with a,<,,,b,. 
In the latter case, if u is of the form a0 b, then u cannot be of the form 
.x(‘)b 
phi 
. . .b, for some r < n - 1, since then a, would by definition be 
... b,-z, and a,, cLex 6, cLex x(‘)b, . . b, _ z by the definition of normal 
form: Treat these cases in a unified way: in the case zj= .x(~‘, let c = xc”) 
and recall c(x”- ‘I) z xri’; in the case o = x’“b ... b I n (~3 l), let 
c z x’i’b . ..b._,. 
By th: induction hypothesis, if U’ and U” are proper components of u and 
U’ cLex u”, then u’ cL u”. In either case then, there are d, A’, d, . . . d, (n > 0) 
such that 
v=cd 
u=cd’d,d2...dn_, *d,, 
where d>,d’, d,GLc, d,dLcd’,...,d,~Lcd’...d,_z (36mdn). 
Let c, = c, cO = cd’, c, = cd’d, ... d, (m<n). Claim that for each i, 
v >L Ci+ 1 oci, namely we will find ui with 
u >L ci+ f(ciui). 
For i= -1, let d>,d’u,. Then from Lemma 1, v=cd>,c(d’u,)= 
(cd’)(cu,,) = c,(c_,d,). Suppose the claim is true for i. Then 
u~Lci+,(ciui)-ci+,ci(c,+,ui). We are given di+*GLci. In the case 
di+?=ci, let ui+, =ui: v>/L~i+,~i(~i+,~i)=~i+2(~i+,~i+,). In the case 
di+z<Lci write ci>,d,+,uj+,; then v~Lci+,ci(cj+,~i)~Lc,+lci~L 
Ci+l(dr+*Ui+l)=Ci+,d,+2(C,+,Ui+l)=Ci+Z(C,+,U,+,). 
To conclude v >L u, assume without loss of generality that * is 0. 
By case i=n- 1 of the claim, v>, cd’d, ..-d,-,d,(cd’d, . ..d.- ,u,-,)= 
cd’d, . . . d,~,(d,u,~,)r(cd’d,...d,~,Od,)u,_,-uu,~,. 
For the (e) direction, if u 4zLex v, then u aLex u since cLex is a linear 
order; thus u aL v, so u -+z~ o must hold by the irreflexivity of <L. 
For w E P let 1 w( be the (necessarily unique) u E NF such that w = U, if 
such a u exists. The notation IwI and the assumption that cL is inter- 
changeable with < Lex, which occasionally appear below, use the axiom 
that for some I, ~7~ # 0 (just its corollary that cLex is irreflexive) for 
justification. So make that assumption from here through the end of the 
paper. 
Regarding the proof that 1 WI exists for all w E P: since x E NF, it suffices 
to show that if p, qe NF, then (pq), Ipoql exist. In certain cases this will 
involve putting q in “p-normal form” (similar to normal form with the role 
of x replaced by p), then computing pq and po q in p-normal form, then 
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putting the result back into normal form. The result, that words can 
be moved from one type of normal form to another, entails showing 
(Theorem 16) that if u, D are in p-normal form and u is reasonably larger 
than u (“u 3, u”) then uu and u ‘3 1’ can be put into p-normal form directly 
without the device of changing from p to other bases. 
Let B = NF- C. B is the set of bases-words p for which the notion of 
p-normal form will be defined. 
LEMMA 11. ( 1) The jtillowYng are equivalent: 
(i) pi B. 
(ii) p E NF has normal form representation .Y”’ or .u”‘a,a, . . . a,, 
where a,, E B. 
n30. (iii’ 
pgNF is of the form u,(u,(u,(...(u,,.u))))for some u, .“u,~, 
(iv) For some M’EA, p= 1~1. 
(2) If qE NF, then there are pO, p,, . . . . p,, E B (some n 3 0) with 
q-p()“pl” .” cp,,. 
Proof (1) Use Lemma 10. For (2), let p0 2 p, c . . . 3 p, be the H(q) of 
Lemma 2 (note that if q=a,(a,(...a,,(bqc)))E NF, then, since 
c<~ h<, b,Ic, qO=a,(az(...(a,,b))) and q, =a,(aJ...(a,c))) are in NF). 
For M’ E P recall ~9”’ = M’, IV(‘+ ” = N>“‘N*‘~‘, and that if i < I)Z, then 
M,wH,(n’) = up+ I ), For PE B the notion of p-normal form is defined 
similarly to that of normal form. A word in normal form is built up from 
the atomic symbols x”’ (i < 0); the s’ ‘1 Irnl ar atomic symbols for p-normal 
form will be p(j) (i < w) and q (q E NF, q cL p). We state as a lemma the 
existence of a definition of, and properties of, p-normal form. 
LEMMA 12. For p E B there is a unique subset p-NF of P and a linear 
ordering, < tex of p-NF such that 
(i ) w E p-NF if and only if either 
(a) wENFand w<,p, or 
(b) w=p”‘for some i, or 
(cl w=a,a, . ..a.-, *a,,, where a, = p(j), each a,,, E pNF, 
al <Lx sot and for 26m<n, a,,,<P,,,a,a,...a,,_,. Additionalljl if *=o 
andn32, then a,<P,,,a,a, ...axpz. 
(ii) Let an atomic p--NF word be a word of the form p(j) (i < w) or 
a w E NF with w cL p. For v, u atomic p-NF words, let v <Eex u o v <L u. 
Let the p-associated sequence of an atomic p-NF word w be (w ). With this 
as atomic step, the definition of p-associated sequence and the inductive 
d&ition sf ct.,, on p-NF are the analogs of those definitions for NF. 
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(iii) p-NF is closed under components and finite iterates, and 
u 0 v E p-NF is the < $, sup of the finite iterates of (u, 1:). 
(iv) Letting rank ~“‘a, ... a,- 1 * a,, = i, rank q = -1 (q E NF, 
q cL p), then p”’ is the <[,, least uxord of rank i, und .Y is the <pLex least 
word of rank - 1. 
(v) There is a Elell founded partial ordering <r of p-NF satisJ$>ing 
the conditions of Lemma 9, u?hich agrees u>ith < on (IV E NF : )I’ <r p).. 
(vi) For u, v~p-NF, II<[~~ VOU<~ v. 
(vii) Each w E P is equivalent to at most one u E pNF. 
Proof: Similar to the proofs for NF. 
So NF = A-NF. If p E B, a E NF, and a cL p, then pa, p 0 a E p-NF though 
they need not be in NF. Again, drop the <pL,, notation in favor of cL. Let 
IM>I~ be the UEP-NF with UEM’, if there is one (1~~1 = Iwl,). 
For )v, z1 E P let u <P IV mean that M’ E p-NF, MJ 4 EC, and either M’ = p”’ 
and v<~ u’, or ~‘=p”‘a,a, . ..a. (some n>O) and U< p(j’a . ..a ~ 
Note that v need not be in p-NF; when ZE p-NF, v 2:~. mlans ‘;ha; 
M: >L p and u’o E p-NF. If v’ GL v <<P IV, then o’ <P ~1. 
LEMMA 13. Suppose p E B. 
(i) If v’ E p-NF, v’ <L v <p MI, then u’ 0 v’ E p-NF. 
(ii) If v E p-NF, v <p u’, then 1~ 0 vlp exists. 
(iii) If M~=a,(a,(a,(.~.(a,-, (a,u)))))~p-NF, then MJ’=u~~(u,~(~,~ 
... o(a,-Ia3a,,)))Ep-NF. 
Proof. (i) is immediate. 
(ii) If ~=p’~‘, or ~=p’~‘a,a,~~~a,, and v<Lp’i’a,...a,~,, then 
~w~v~~=w~v. Suppose that ~~=p(‘)a,a,...a, and v=p”)alu2~~~a,~,. 
Then let m (0 6 m < n) be greatest such that a,, l cL p’i’a,a, . . a, _, . If 
no such m exists, Iu’~vlP =p’i~~a,; if m exists, I~~vl,,=p(“a~ . ..a.,,~~,,,+ 1. 
(iii) This is not used below. We have a,$ EC, and u1(a2 ... 
(u,-~(~,u)))E~-NF. Since W=M”U, M”<~ M’. If P>~X and ~‘<~p, we are 
done: w’ E NF, ~7’ cL MI cL p, so ~1’ E p-NE: So assume w 3 L p, with p > L x. 
By induction we may assume that a, 0 (a2 3 (.. (a,-, 0 a,)) E p-NF. Then 
ao~~al(~1(.--(a,~I(anu))))>Lu,~(a2~(...o(an~~,~~,,))). Thus ~~-(a,,- 
(a2 0 . . ‘3 (a, I :Q,)))EPNF by (iI. 
For p E B, a, b E p-NF, define a =I~ b (a strengthening of a >L b) by 
<,-induction on a (write z.X = 3). 
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(1) If a<,p, then a =I,,h iff bENF, a 2 b, a~b<,p. 
(2) If a = p(‘l’, then a xr h iff a > L h. 
(3) If a=p”‘a,a,~~~a,,(n30), then CI x,,h iff either a$,,b or there 
is a b,, Ep-NF such that h’s p-associated sequence begins with 
(p”‘, 00, . . . . a,, , , b,,), where a,, =1,,b,,, a,, b,,~,,p”‘a,,a,..-u,,~ ,. 
(4) If for n30, a=p”‘a,,a, . ..a.,-., ~a,,, then a 3,,h if CI,, 3,,h and 
U”Qh< pp(flao(l] . ..<I., j. 
The words a’>b, a,, ‘b,,, u,,“b of (l), (3). and (4) are not assumed in the 
definition to have p-NF equivalents, though Theorem 16 says they will 
have them. Another way to put the condition in (3) is that either 
bdLp”~ao~~~un.. , or b=p(“ao...a,,-, b,,, or b=p”‘~,...a,~,b,~e~ 
e m- 1 * en,. with b,, as in (3). 
For p >L x, the definition of 13~ involves the prior definition of 1~. 
Proofs below, by induction on <,, about the xp relation for all p E B, could 
be done first for p = s, then for all p > L x. Because the p = .Y case will be 
the same proof but simpler (there are no words w<~ .Y to worry about), 
the proofs below will be phrased for all p simultaneously. 
LEMMA 14. If p E B, a, h. c E p-NF, then 
(i) a$>, b-a =Ip b. 
(ii) a x,b*a>,b. 
(iii) u~v~p-NFsu I~I’. 
(iv) If ax,,h andc~p-NF, cGLh, then a I/,c. 
Proof: (i) is by definition. 
(ii) By induction on a. Case (1) reduces to the p = .Y case. Case (2) 
and the first part of Case (3) are immediate. In the second part of Case (3) 
the induction hypothesis yields a, > L b,, whence by Lemma 12( vi), a > L h. 
In Case (4), a,, >L h by the induction hypothesis, and u>~ p”‘aO ... 
a n-I’LQn. 
(iii) If uo u >L p, then II is of the form ~“‘a, . ..a., and even ut:~p-NF 
would imply u 3, t’. If u 2 u cL p, then UC G E NF, whence u $>, u, so u 1 v, 
and thus u xp 1:. 
(iv) By induction on a. Case (1) reduces to the p = x case and the 
fact that c cL b implies a 0 c cL a 3 b (Lemma 1). Case (2) is immediate, and 
Cases (3) and (4) are immediate by the induction hypothesis. 
To help move words from one base to another, a slightly different type 
of normal form (“(p, r)-normal form” (p , r E B)) will be considered. 
Lemma 15 notes a situation common to both normal forms. An abstract 
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treatment could put these types of normal forms under one rubric, but we 
treat them separately here. Call a word uOu, . ..a., prenormal if for 2 d i < n, 
a,<, aOal ...ure2; let aOa, . ..a.-, oun be pre-normal if in addition, 
a,<, U()Ul “‘an-2 in the case n > 2. (This definition depends on the 
sequence (a,, a,, . . . . a,), not just the word a,,~, . ..a. 1 * a,.) 
LEMMA 15. Let M’ = ah. Let v be prenormul, in one of the forms a~ c, 
UCUl “‘Unp, * u,. Then the ,following give prenormal equivalents to WV and 
wnv: 
(i) ab(aoc)-u(boc)uou(bc). 
(ii) abo(ucc)-ua(bcc). 
(iii) ab(acu, . ..u.)= u(boc) u,(ubu,) . ..(abu.,). 
(iv) ubo (ucu, . ..u.,) s u(boc) u,(abu,) ... (ubu,) 0 ub. 
(v) ub(ucu, ..‘u,_,‘xu .)=u(b~c)u,(abu,)~~.(ubu,~,)~ubu,. 
(vi) ubo(ucu, . ..u.-, ou,)=u(boc) ul(ubu,) . ..(ubu._,)s (ubou,). 
ProojY (i) ub(u 0 c) E ub(ucu 0 uc) 5 ub(ucu) 0 ub(ac) s a(b 0 c)u 0 u(bc). 
Prenormal since a( bc) cL a( b 0 c). 
(ii) ub~(u~c)~(ab~u)~c~(u~b)~c~a~(b~c), vacuously prenor- 
mal. 
(iii)-(vi) The equivalences are easily checked. The prenormality of 
the forms follows from the fact that ub <L u(boc), that ur ~~a, that 
Ui~~UCU~~~~Ui~, implies ubu,<,u(b~c) u,(ubu,)...(ubu,->), and that 
U,<~ucuO~~~u,~2 implies ubu,<,ub~u,,<,u(b~c)u,,(abu,)~~~(abu,-,) 
(Lemma 1). 
For example then, if ub and acur . . . u, ~, u, are in p-NF, lb 0 clp exists, 
boc<,u, and lubu,(,, Jubu,lp, . . . . lubu,_,I,, Iubou,l, exist, then by (vi), 
(ubo(ucu, “‘u,-~ ou,,)Jp existsandequalsuJbocl,u, \ubu,(,...(ubu,~,I,o 
lab4,. 
THEOREM 16. If a 7, b, then labi,, luob(, exist and lubJ,I, a. 
Proof. By induction on <,, first with respect to a, then with respect 
to b. 
Case 1. a cL p. Then a ZI b, so labI, (uo bl exist by the case p = x of the 
theorem. And since ub<,uob<,p, (ubl =(ubl, and luobl = IuobJ,. To 
see labi, II, a, use that (ubl, = lab\, that labI 7, a by the p = .X case, and 
that lub(ou-ubouruob<,p. 
Case 2. a = p(j). Then a sL b, whence ub, a 0 b are in p-NF, and so is 
ubu, giving ub ZIP a. 
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Case 3. a=p”‘a,~~~a,,~,a,, (n30). Let p”‘~...a,~,=r, a,,=s, so 
a = t-s. 
Case 3.1. b <L r. Then ab, abaEp-NF, ah III~ a. Also, since b G,, a, 
Ja~~bJ,, exists by Lemma 13(ii). 
If b 4 L r, then there is a t E p-NF with s II,, t and s’: t <P r, and either 
b=rt, b=r-t, or for some m30, b=rtvo...v,, or rtvo~~~v,,+,~v,,,. 
Namely, t is the “b,,” of the definition of 1,. Note that by the induction 
hypothesis on a, lstl,, and Is,- tl, exist and Istl, ZIP s. Also, since 
a ZII~ b >r II,, a II,Z’, by Lemma 15(iv); thus by the induction hypothesis 
on b, lavilp exists. 
Case 3.2. b = rt. Then ah = r(st), a ‘3 b = r(s 0 t), and st -cL s 0 t eP r. So 
)abJ,=r(\stJ,,) and Jajbl, =r(JscttJ,). 
To check labi,, = r( Istl,,) 3, rs=cI, we need that Istl,, 7P s and 
lstl p #- s <,, r. These are given above, using that lstl p 3 s = s 0 t. 
Case 3.3. h = r’z t. Then by Lemma 15, 
ab = rs(n t) = r(sn t)r c r(st), 
a-b=rs~(r~~ t)=ro(s:t). 
In the ab case, since st<LsOt<Pr, r((s,>t(,)r and r((st(,) are in p-NF. 
Thus ab-r(/s~~tlp)r~r(Istlp)Ep-NF. 
In the sob case, Isotl,4,r and Iro(sct)j, exists by Lemma 13(ii). 
To see that Jab\, 3P a, we need from the form of lab\, that r( JstJ,) II~ rs 
and r(Istl,)ors<, r(lsc tl,)r. For the former, we have Istl, II,,S and stss= 
sot eP r. For the latter, r(st)ors= r(s 2 t) @P r(1.s” tl,)r. 
Case 3.4. b = rtvo . . vn,, some m>O. Then ab-r(sot) vo(av,)... 
(au,) is prenormal, and a 0 b 3 r(s’I t) v,( au, ) . . . (a~,,,) 0 a is prenormal. We 
have that jsJtlp and the lauilP’s exist, and sOt<pr. Thus ab-r(lsotl,) 
2+) Iav,I,.~ ./av,,IP~pPNF, and aoh=r((sotl,)v, la,/,...Iau,l,~aEp-N~ 
We also have IabI,aEp-NF, so (abl, ~,,a. 
Case 3.5. b=rtvo.~~v,~I~v,. For notational convenience assume 
m > 2; the cases tn =O, 1 are similar. As before ab= rs(b)= r(so t) 
v,(au,)~~~(au,-,)~(av,) p in renormal form, and a o b = r(s o t) u,(au,) . . . 
(f= m- ,)o (a@~,), in prenormal form. Thus using the induction hypothesis 
on a, ab E r(Iso tl,)v,(ial),l,)...(I au,+,I)~~ (lav,lp) E p-NF, sob = 
r(IsOtlp)~~...lal)~~,/~lav,,,lEp-NF. 
To check lab], 7P a, we need, by the form of lablp, that lav,,lp 7 a and 
thata~,oa~,r(Iscrl,)v,(Iat,,l,)...(I av, _ ,I,). We have lao,,l, II a by the 
induction hypothesis on b. For the latter property, by Lemma 1 
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au, 0 a = a 0 v, <L a( rtv, . . v,-.~) = r(lsotlp) vg(Iav,I,)~~~(lav,,~zlp)~p 
r(ls~4J hWIlp)~-~ Ciao,- II,). 
Case 4. a = u 13 v (u aL p). Thus v zp h and v 0 b < * u. By the induction 
hypothesis for a, I A p and Iv 0 hl p exist. Since vb cL u 0 b, vb +p u; thus 
l4,= 4ublp). T o check labi,, ZI a we need labI, I~V (given by the 
induction hypothesis for a) and vbov <p u (given). To check that Ia0 61, 
exists, write alb=u’(vnb); since lvobl,G,u, lacbl, exists by Lemma 
13(ii). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 16. 
The following fact about NF is not needed in the p-NF version, but that 
version also holds (by occasionally checking the u 0 u <p p clause). 
LEMMA 17. (1) Suppose ii = a,(az(...(a,,(uo v)))) E NF. Let ii = 
a,(a,(..-(a,u))), t7=a,(az(...(a,,u))). Then 
(i) b 7 5. 
(ii) Ifii =I M’, then 17 17 u’ and ii ZI 1273 WI. 
(2) Zf a 3 M’, then au’-b,(b,(...(b,w))), with each b,EB, so that 
b, II w andb,z lbi+l(bj+2(...(b,M,)))I forO<i<n, and ifn>O, then each 
length b, < length a. 
Proof: (1) We have that ii and i? are in NE; and in (ii), given that 
fi 1 w, Ii? o WI exists by Theorem 16. Prove (i) and (ii) by induction on n. If 
n = 0, Lz = uuv and (i), (ii) follow by definition and the fact that B 
implies =I. Suppose (i) and (ii) are true for n - 1, so ii, = a2(a3(.. . (a,u))) ZI 
a,(a,(...(a,v))) = E,, and letting d1 = a2(a3(. . . (a,(ua v)))), ii, 06, =ii, Q ii. 
Thus (i) holds for n. 
For (ii), consider the case w GL a,. Then G 3 w, and V’G w = a, v’, 0 w, SO 
16 0 ~11’s associated sequence is an initial segment of (x”‘, d, , . . . . dk, o”,, w ), 
where a, = x(“d, . dk. Thus ii = .x(“d, . . dkii, 3 16 3 WI. 
IfM~>La,butu~3rT,thenM~=a,otora,tel..~e,~1*em,wheret cfil, 
5, ‘1 t < a,. By the induction hypothesis (ii) applied to ii, 3 t, fil 7 t, and 
~2, =I Ifi, 0 tl. To conclude that v” 7 w we need v”, 0 t4a,; this holds since 
i?,ot-cLiil and ii,4a,. 
To show ii 1 Ir7~wj, recall il, 1 Ifi, otl from above and, since ci 1 w, 
a,(lii,oiT,I) zaa,~t, whence iilov ,otea,. 
Case 1. w=a,ot. Then U”Ow=a,~,c,(a,ot)-a,~(v”,ot) by Lemma 
15(ii). Since fil 0 t 4 a,, either a, 0 Ifi, 0 tl is in NF or for some initial segment 
de of a,, la, 0 (u”, 0 t)l = doe. In the latter case clearly ii ZI 160 WI, so assume 
I~owl=a,oI~,@tl.Then117 16, 0 tl follows from the facts preceding Case 1. 
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Case2. )1’=a,te,...e,,,~,*e,,. Assume without loss of generality 
that *=O. Then lS”Ul=alZ;l”(a,te,...e,~,~e,)=(a,(~,~t)e, Ifiezl... 
Ide,_,Iolv"e,I)ov"=a,(~,~t) e, lfie,l... Iv”e,,, _ ,/ 3 /fi:m e,,,l. (The last term 
exists since t’ I MI >L e,.) This expression is in NF, and the facts preceding 
Case 1 again yield ii 7 127 2~1. 
This finishes the proof of (1). 
(2) By induction on a. If a E B, then done. Otherwise 
a = a,(a,(...(a,(u JU)))). Then by (i), a,(az(..~(a,zz.~))) 3 w and 
a,(az(...(a,,u))) 2 la,(a,(...(a,u)))~L’I. Apply the induction hypothesis 
first to a,(a,(...(a,,v))), then to a,(a,(...(a,,u))). 
The notion of (p, r)-normal form will be defined via the next lemma. For 
p, r E B an atomic (p, r)-NF word is one of the form pq (q E r-NF) or a 
WE NF with H’ <L p. Note that the atomic (p, r)-NF words are linearly 
ordered by <r (by Lemma 1, the linear ordering of r-NF under cL , and 
irreflexivity of CL). 
LEMMA 18. For p, r E B there is a unique subset (p, r)-NF of P and a 
linear ordering < Lex of (p, r)-NF such that 
(i) IVE (p, r)-NF lf and only tf either 
(a) 11’ E NF and 1%’ <L p, or 
(b) M’ = pq for some q E r-NF. OI 
(cl w = aOa, . a,, , * a,, , Lvhere each a,,, E ( p, r )-NF, a, = pq 
for some q E r-NF, a, <“;,L p (i.e., a, E NF and a, <L p ), and for 
2<m<n, a,<&:a,a,...a,,,-,. Additionall?: if * = and n 3 2, then 
a,<:& aOa, ...a,_2, 
(ii) For v, w atomic (p, rtNF tcords, let o <“i,: w o u cL w. With this 
as atomic step, the definition of (p, r)-associated sequences and the inductive 
definition of < ";e: on (p, r)-NF are the analogs of those definitions for NF. 
(iii) (p, r)-NF is closed under finite iterates, and u 0 v E (p, r)-NF is 
the <tee: sup of the finite iterates of (u, L’ > ((p, r)-NF is not literally closed 
under components, but it is if we exclude components of the atomic ( p, r)-NF 
words pq). 
(iv) Letting rank(pqa, . . a, _, * a,,) = 1 + (r-NF rank of q), and 
rank w = -1 (w E NF, w <<L p), there is a well founded partial ordering 
-x p, r of (p, r)-NF satisfying the conditions of Lemma 9, which agrees 
with i on {w~NF:w<~p), such that if q <, q’, then pqa, . a, , * 
a, -=& r pq’h,...b,~, *b,. 
(v) For u, u~(p,r)-NF, u<~~,~vc=-u<~I~. 
(vi) Each w E P is equivalent to at most one u E (p, r)-NF. 
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Proof Similar to the proof for NF. 
Again, write -C r for <“i,, and 1 H’ 1 p. r for the u = w’, u E (p, r)-NF if there 
is one. 
For IV, VE P let MJ@,,~ v mean that v E (p, r)-NF, with either u = pq and 
wdLp or v=pqu,...a,, (some ~20) and wGLpqa,...a,_ ,. 
So if u’ E (p, r)-NF, w <P. r v, then uw E (p, r)-NF, Jv c M’)~, r exists as in 
Lemma 13(ii), and w’ <P, r for all w’ E (p, r)-NF with IV’ <r ~1. 
For a, b E (p, r)-NF, define a II,, r b by -c~, ;induction on a. 
(1) Fora<,p,a1,,,biffa7,b(iffa7bandlaobl<,p). 
(2) For a=p, a xp.rb iff a z,b (iff b<,p). 
(3) For a=pq, a XI,,, r b iff b <L p or for some n >,O 
b=p(q’) b, ...b,-, * b, with q’ c.q. 
(4) For a=pqa,a,~~.a,~,a,, a 7p,rb iff b<,,a or there is a 
b,E (p, r)-NF such that b’s (p, r)-associated sequence begins with 
(pq, a,, a,, . . . . a,,-,, b,), with b, c p.ra, and a,~b,~,,pqaoa,~~~a,-,. 
(5) For a=pqa,a,...a,,-,oa,, a yP. I 6 iff a,, =I,., b and 
a,, 0 b <,,. r pqa,a, . ’ a,, - , . 
LEMMA 19. The (p, r)-NF analogs of the statements of Lemma 14 hold. 
THEOREM 20. Suppose p, r E B, and for every w E NF, 1 WI r exists. Then 
for a, bE (p, r)-NF with a 3p.r b, lab\,, and Ia0 b[,~, exist, and 
bbl,, ~~,ra. 
Proof. By < p.r- induction on a, then on b. 
Case 1. a<,p. Then a II b and aob<,p. By Theorem 16, jabI and 
laob\ exist, and lab\ 7 a. We are done since lab\ -cL \aob( cLp. 
Case 2. a =p. Then a>L b, and b E NF, so by the assumption of the 
theorem, (bl, exists. Then labl,,=p lb\,., a xP,’ b, and Jaob),,=p Jb\,op. 
Case 3. a = pq. 
Case 3.1. b Gt. p. Then a I,.. 6, and the (p, r)-normal forms of ab, 
sob are pqb, pqob. 
Case 3.2. b = pq’6, b2.. b, _ r * b,,, some n >, 0, with q’ cr q. Then 
(qq’(, and (40 q’lr exist by Theorem 16, and lab,lp,, and Ia0 bilp.r exist by 
the induction hypothesis, 1 < i<n, and b, <c p by the definition of 
(P, rtNF. 
Case 3.2.1. n=O, i.e., b=pq’. Then lab(,,=p lqq’lr, lablp,, Ip.,a, 
and la~blp,.=p lqoq’l,. 
For II 2 1, without loss of generality assume * = 0. 
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Case 3.2.2. n = 1. Then b = pq’ 0 6, G pq’b, c pq’. So ab E 
a(pq’b,~pq’)-p(q~q’)b,~~p(qq’)-p lq~~q’jrb,~~p jqq’lr, which is in 
(p,r)-NF since b,GLp and qq’-cLq~q’. And a~~bEab~a=p lqoq’lrb,o 
(P lw’lropq)=p lq~q’lrbI~p lq~q’lr=p lq~q’lr-“b,~(p, r)-NE To check 
l4,. r =,,. I a, we need p lqq’l, I,,, r pq (which holds since Theorem 16 
gives lqq’lr 7,qL and p /qq’lr~pq=p(q~q’)~r,,p )q~~~q’lrb, (which is 
clear ). 
Case 3.2.3. II> 1. So b=pq’b, . ..b., ,erb,. Then ab-p lqoq’lr 
b, l4,,,... IaLLl,r~- IabAp..r which is prenormal as in Lemma 15 and 
thusin (p,r)-NF. Andacb=plqc8q’11b, lab71p,r...labn~,Ip,rUla~b,l,,is 
similarly in (p, r)-NF by Lemma 15. For ab II~, r a we need lab,l,,, r I a 
(true by the induction hypothesis) and ab, 0 a = a 0 b, <p. r p )q c q’l r 
b, 14, I.. lab,- ,IP, r (given just above). 
Case 4. a = pqa,a, .. . a,,,. Then if b 4P a, then lublp,r = ab, 
WI,. r =I~, r a, and la~bl,, exists as in Lemma 13(ii). 
So, letting u = pqa, . . a,,! , , assume that b = ub,, . . . b,- 1 * b, (k 3 m), 
where a,,, YI~,~ b, and a,- b, <P.r o. We have that lambmlp,r and 
IU,Q bmlp,, exist by the induction hypothesis on a (so that 11 lumb,,lp,, and 
u la,,0 b,,l,, ,E (p, r)-NF), and that Jab,1 exists for all i by the induction 
hypothesis on 6. 
The argument now is just as in Case 3, with VU,,, (respectively 
ub, . . * bk) playing the role of Case 3’s pq (respectively pq’b, . . * b,). 
Case 5. a = pqa, . . . a,,+ 1 0 a, (some m > 0) where a,,, ZIP. r b and 
a,cb<,,pqa,...a,-,. Then Jablp,r=pqaO~~~a,,-, lu,nblp.r, and lacblr,, 
exists by Lemma 13(ii). For labI,,, I,,, a, we need la,bl lP,r a, (true by 
a,,, ZIP. I b and the induction hypothesis) and a, b o a,,, <p, r pqa, . . . a,,- 1 
(given). 
Suppose d and e are bases for normal forms, i.e., d and e are either of 
the form p (p E B) or (p, r) (p, r E B). Then write d -+ e to mean that for 
every M’ E d-NF, I it’1 p exists. Let d ++ e iff d + e and e + d. A hypothesis of 
Theorem 20 was s + r. 
LEMMA 21. (i) x++.Y’~‘. 
(ii) ZfpeB, p++x, then p4+ Ip”‘/. 
(iii) Zf p E B, UE~NF, then [pal, exists and Ipoal, exists. 
ProoJ (i) In fact NF= x”‘-NF. By induction on length ~1 (WE P), 
using xci+ n’ = (x(‘))(“), it is seen that u’ E NF iff w E u”‘-NF 
(ii) Note that lp”‘l exists since p”)~p-NF and p +‘x. Let F(p(‘)) = 
lp”‘l”-” for i3 1 and for ivEp-NFwith ~‘<p”) let F(W)= lull. As in (i), 
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F extends to a one-one F: p-NF+ Ip(-NF with II’ G F(w). F is onto since 
x + p, i.e., every u E NF with u cL p”’ is in range F. 
(iii) By induction on a. If a<,p, then paEp-NF. If 
a=p”‘~,a~~~~a,,~, *a,,, then pa-p”+“Ipa,l, lpa71p...Ipan~,/,,* (pa,l, 
by the induction hypothesis and Lemma 1, and again by Lemma 1 this 
word is in p-NF. 
For pea, if ~>~a, then Ipoal,,=poa. If pGLa assume without loss 
of generality that a=p”)a,...a,,~,‘,a,,. Then Ipcal,=p”+“Ipa,I,... 
IP%Ilp~lP~‘4,. 
LEMMA 22. For p. r, r’ E B, r + r’j (p, r) -+ (p, r’). 
Proof. By induction on u E (p, r)-NF, show IulP, II exists. Let H(W) = n 
(w E NF, weep), and H(pq) =p lql,, (qer-NF). Then H extends to H 
defined on (p, r)-NF such that H(u) = Iulp, II. 
LEMMA 23. Suppose p, r E B, p aL r, lprl exists, and p -+ x. Then for anJ 
q E r-NE Ipql lprl e-em ad Ipql lprl =1 lprl P. 
Proof Construct Ipql ,pr, by induction on q E r-NF. 
If q <r r, then q E NF and, since p aL r, pq E p-NF. So Ipql exists by 
P-,X, and lpql cL Iprl; thus Ipqllprl = Ipql. To check Ipqllprl qprl P, we 
have Ipql 7p by Theorem 16, and Ipqlop=pLqcLpr by Lemma 1. 
So assume q = rci’aO . a,, ~, 3 a,. Then as each Ipa, Ipr, exists by 
the induction hypothesis, pq = lprl ‘I’ Ipa, ,pr, . . . Ipa, ~ , I ,prI * (pa,1 Ipr,. To 
check Ipql Ipr, xIPr, p. In the case * = ., then Ipq) Ip,, %,,,rl p, whence 
IP4l IprI 1 lprl P. So assume * = 0, whence lpql Ir)rl = Iprl”’ Ipa01 lPrl . . . 
Ipa, ~ I I IprI 0 1~4 IprI. Then Ip% lprl 1 IPr, p by the induction hypothesis, and 
IP”% Ip,I exists. And Ipa, 0 pi by Lemma 1 and a < r,,‘a 
I 
,I L 
LEMMA 24. Assume p, r E B, p 3 L r, I prl exists, and p + x. Then 
(P3 r) --* Iprl. 
Proof By induction on WE (p, r)-NF, show 1~ ,Pr, exists. 
Case 1. ~~<~p. Then LrENFand M’<~ lprl so IM’~,~~~=w. 
Case 2. w = pq. This is Lemma 23. 
Case 3. w=pqaoal...a,-, *a,. Then a,<,~, so by Lemma23 (and 
the fact that u 36 u aL u’ (v’ E h-NF) implies u =lb u’) Ipql lpr, ZI ,p, T, laoI ,pr,. 
Now iterated Theorem 16 n + 1 times to get the existence of IW ,prI. 
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LEMMA 25. (i) /f p E B mm s --f p, then p + (p, p). 
(ii) Zfp, rEB, lprl e.uists, s-rp, atds+(p,r), theta Iprl-(p,r). 
Proof: (i) By induction on w E p-NF. If w GL p, then Iw~,,, p = W. If 
w = pu, (respectively p u,), then In*1 p,,, = ~0~~ (respectively pa,, 3 p). If 
M‘=paoa, . ..a.+ , * a,, (n > O), then pa, E (p, p)-NF and, since a, <,. p, 
PQ =p.p bl,.,. Then iterate Theorem 20 to get l~l,,~. Suppose 
w=p(“u,u,~..u, , *a,, for some i>O, tz30. Then Jp”‘lp,p=pp” I’. And 
since a, CL p”‘, Iu,I~.~ is either <L p or of the form pqb, ...b,,- 1 * b,,, 
where q E p-NF must have rank <i - 2, whence q ZI,, p”+ I’. In either case, 
IP”‘lP.p =p,p k&/J and again Theorem 20 applies. 
(ii) By induction on II’E Iprl-NF. If ii’<, lprl, then WE NF and by 
.Y+ (p, r), INI,,, exists. If II’= IprI u, . ..u., , *u,,, then a, cr pr, and so 
either la, I r,r6Lp or lu,I,.=pqh,h,...h,,~, *b,,, where qcLr, and thus 
r 1.q. Thus pr x,., I~llp.r. and Theorem 20 applies. If HI = Iprl Ii) a, . . 
a+, *a,, for some i>O, then again either ~u,I,,,<~ p or )u,I,,,= 
pqh, bz b,,- I * b,, where the r-NF rank of q is less than i, so Theorem 20 
applies. 
To do induction on B avoiding the problem that an initial segment of a 
member of B need not be in B, define B* to be the smallest subset of P 
such that 
(i) .I-‘~’ E B*, for all i. 
(ii) If U, VE B* and (~1 ZI lt:l, then UVE B*. 
So the members of B* are in general not in normal form. 
LEMMA 26. IuI exists for each u E B* utd { 1~1 : u E B* > = B. 
Proof: That IuI exists (UE B*) and { 1~1 : UE B*) c B follows by 
induction on U, using Theorem 16 and Lemma 2. Suppose b E B is of 
minimal length such that b $ ( Iu/ : UE B*}. Then b is not an x”‘, so 
b=s”‘a,~~~u _ a where u, E B. Let IV = .x’~)u~ . ..a.- ,; then by 
Lemma 17, b’l ;:,I’= b,(b,(. . + (bku,,))). each big B, length bi< length W-C 
length 6, and b, =1 a,,, bi II Ibi+,(b,+,(...(bka,)))j for i<n. By hypothesis 
a,, and each bi are in { 1~1 : u E B* >; thus so is b. 
LEMMA 27. If 6, c E B, then b tf c. 
Proof: By Lemma 26 it suffices to show Ju( ++ Iv1 for all U, u E B*. By 
Lemma 21(i), x(j) H I (*’ for all i, m. Let D c B* be maximal such that 
i-x “’ : i< o} c D and such that Iu( ++ 101 (u. DE D). It suffices to show 
U, v ED and IuI =1 Iv1 implies MU E D. To show uv ED it suffices to show 
IUI - IUUI. 
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(a) IllI c-f (I4 1~1). 
(i) IuI -+ (1~1, 1~1) follows from Lemma 25(i), since .Y --f (~1. 
(ii) (1~1, lul)-+ Iu”‘I by Lemma24 (Iu”‘l exists since )uI -+s), and 
Ju(‘)l + u by Lemma 21. 
(b) (1~1, Iul)++ (1~1, Ial). This follows from Lemma22 and 1~1 H Iz)I. 
(4 (lul, IDI ++ Iuul. 
(i) (1~1, lul)+ IUU is Lemma24. 
(ii) Given .Y+ 1~1, and, by (a) and (b), X+ (1~1, It:i), Lemma 
25(ii) gives Iuc’I -+ (1~1, 101). 
THEOREM 28. Assume for some 1, &?>. # @. 
( 1) 1~1 h exists for all w E P and b E B. 
(2) <L = <, and is a linear order of 9, .d. 
(3 ) The word problems -for 9, .d are decidable. 
(4) For each jeE,, q%9’, .$.z&. 
Proqf. (1) By Lemma 27, it suffices to prove it for b = x. It suffkes to 
show that if U, o E NF, then Iut11, III 0 uI exist. Suppose 11 E B. Then by 
Lemma 27, (o(,, exists. By Lemma 2l(iii), JUGI\, and IuouI, exist. By 
Lemma 27, luul and IU 3 uI exist. By Lemma 1 l(2), an arbitrary u E NF is 
equivalent to a word of the form p,,~ p, 0 ... r p,,, each pie B, and repeating 
the above procedure for each pi yields IuvI and Iu z VI. 
(2) Claim that for W, II E P, u <r W. Assume M’ E B; then I ul )I exists 
by (1). Then rank IM’uI,.=rank lul,.+ 1, so lul..<r Iwu),,,. For arbitrary ~1, 
w is equivalent by Lemma 11 to a word of the form pO C, p, 0 . . 0 P,,, 
p,cB; iterate this procedure to get z”<~P~(~()<~P~-~(P~u)<~... <r 
P,(P,(P,(...(P,u)))=M,u. 
Thus if u is a proper component of ~1, then u cr MI, whence 
U<WJU<~MJ. Since U<~W=-UUW, <equals<, on 9. By Lemma3 the 
same is true for d. A derivation of cL = < from the linearity of <r has 
been given by R. McKenzie. 
Finally, for (3), the existence of an algorithm deciding the equivalence of 
two words in P is a consequence of the linearity of < (or of the linearity 
of CL, or of the existence of unique normal forms) and the derivation of 
(4) from the linearity of cL and Theorem 7 was given in the introduction. 
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